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We Prevent    
School Threats
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School
Access
Manager
School Access Manager (SAM) 
delivers a unified voice security 
firewall in addition to our 
threat prevention programs. It 
prevents/reduces vishing, 
phoned-in bomb threats, social 
media threats, threats left on 
notes in schools, bank fraud, 
ransomware - all through an 
affordable program that scales 
to any size. 
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BOMB THREATS &
OTHER UNWANTED THREATS
Most schools are not protected against newly developed threats. We all 
protect our cloud and internet data but most fail to protect the fastest- 

growing risk of 2021 -  Bomb Threats? Districts are now learning that it is 
equally as important to protect our voice networks. Here's why!

An average school district losses 7,000+
instructional hours per phoned-in threat

The average cost for a school district is
$45,000 per vishing threat

Threats have a long term impact on student
outcomes and well being

School Access Manager has partnered with Cisco to provide a unique
solution specifically designed for school district to protect against

these threats.
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SAM (School Access Manager) interfaces to standard
voice gateways/phone systems and does not rely on any
proprietary hardware. 

SAM  maintains a global threat database with over 1.5
million known voice threats. On average, an additional
20,000-40,000 voice threats are discovered each day.

Easy Installation

SAM has a small application which interfaces to your
schools voice system that provides call data and logic.
The system is designed to continue to operate. even if you
experience a network outage. 



"We thought we were protected, we had a firewall.
Antivirus, WebDNS Filter, email attachment
scanning, two-factor authentication. We still got
hit. We now realize we needed SAM's Vishing
firewall to prevent vishing attacks. The attackers
used vishing and were able to bypass all of our
other protection. 

To make matters worse, we told the board and the public that
we had to spend money to prevent us from being attacked, we
spent it and we still were hit. You can never protect yourself
100% but I wish I knew about SAM prior, I would have included
it in my requirements. On a side note, I really like the way they
price the product, it makes budgeting very simple. "

AT&T

COMPATIBLE WITH
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Technology Director, K12 School District

*School Access Manager works with most local and national carriers




